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Multimedia Conference.
Interaction – business at the speed
of light.

Nothing influences the world of work more than the development of
information and communication technologies: internet, intranet, the PC,
the notebook, the personal digital assistant (PDA) and the mobile phone
have fused into a system that extends to virtually all areas of work.

But what about the countless conferences, team meetings and sales consul-
tations that play a key role in innovative strength and business success?
Where the focus is on creativity, interaction performance and confidence
building? How can the advantages of the digital world be combined with
individual demands made on meeting and conference interiors?

If a conference room is not appropriately equipped, cable clutter, trip hazards
or insufficient power or data connections may become a source of daily
aggravation. This is more than just an aesthetic problem: there are generally
vitally important and costly personnel who meet on such occasions for the
purpose of specific and target-oriented dialogue where such restrictions would
involve a sheer waste of funds.

For many years, Wilkhahn® has specialized in furnishing modern conference
interiors. These furnishing concepts are aimed at supporting interaction
among conference participants in the most optimal way. The focus is not on
technology but on human interplay. After all, this is the real sense and purpose
of such meetings. Technology has therefore been integrated as inconspicuously
and as naturally as possible. In the course of longstanding collaboration
with leading research institutes and with our subsidiary company foresee™,
we have developed special furniture for conference, consultation and show-
room applications equipped with innovative digital technologies that focus
on promoting the quality of communication and human interface – and are
cost-saving too.

This catalogue shows furnishing solutions that are coordinated with specific
dialogue scenarios, methods and use of technology, the number of participants
and interior arrangements: ranging from conferences with a dynamic character
and innovative, interactive presentation and table solutions to multimedia
conference configurations that are both elegant and intelligent. We hope this
catalogue will inspire you to create your own ideas. Your brief is our challenge.

Conference interiors should make people
feel at ease in order to create a relaxed
atmosphere. In addition to technology and
design quality, the choice of the right seating
is of paramount importance. In this example,
the comfortable and stackable Sito™ cantilever
chair has been used.

With touch-sensitive surfaces, it is
possible to incorporate the world in
a personal dialogue in an intuitive
and direct manner – without the use
of paper, with any delays and without
excluding anybody involved in the
discussion to hand.
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Dynamic Multimedia Conference.

Mobile, foldable Confair® tables with integral 4C-Boxes (developed
by foresee™) are an ingenious and easy-to-handle solution for 
self-organization of interiors to accommodate varying numbers of
participants and conference scenarios: unfold, plug in just three
cables for each Box, connect laptop – for a perfect, multimedia
conference setting. Participants themselves can configure and net-
work up to 20 conference workplaces with full multimedia support
for spontaneous adjustment of given space profile to currently
required applications.

A floor port, also with three plug-in connections, provides cable
management for the supply of data, USB, audio and power –
underneath the veneered hinged covers there is not only space
for the connection modules but also for surplus cable, network
adapters and battery charging devices. And in addition: a laptop
that is connected to a particular workplace can be activated as
a data source for projection purposes at the press of a button.

Pure simplicity: the concept of dynamic Multimedia Conference
allows highly flexible use of interiors, and cost saving in terms
of pre-installations and facility management. And what can be
more conducive to promoting interaction among participants
than making the spontaneous, visualization of digital information
available to all those present?

Unfold the mobile tables, link them together,
connect up with three cables each and then
to a floor port – a perfect setting for creative
meetings with multimedia support.
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Interactive, mobile and therefore
allowing versatile and economical
application. The transparent InterWall®

combines cutting edge presentation
technology with high-quality, ground-
breaking aesthetics.
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By means of compact rear projection,
presentations may be made onto the
holographic glass panel without any
shadows being cast. Depending on the
version, you can also “write” notes or
highlight information interactively onto
projected data using a special pen or
your finger.

InterWall®.
The virtual world awaits …

The InterWall® combines all the advantages of rear projection with
spatially flexible application: with high light intensity, easily posi-
tionable and mobile, it allows the user to work directly in front of
the projection surface without any glare and without any shadows
being cast onto the projected image. Compact dimensions and
castors allow convinient transport from one room to another.

Depending on the version, data may be processed on the holo-
graphic panel direct using a special pen or the touch of a finger.
This function ensures support of dynamic interaction between
the speaker or session host, participants and digital presentation:
in the true sense of the word, the virtual world can be experienced
hands on and modified interactively; results can be saved without
any media break and be made available online.

The high-quality supporting frame structure and the transparent,
frameless 67” display panel set new standards in aesthetic terms
too – for example, at exhibitions, in customer service halls or
showrooms, in project work environments or as a trendsetting
visualization module in a conference setting.
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Maximum participation, spontaneous interaction and networking.
The InteracTable® is the perfect tool for creative teamwork.
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InteracTable®.
Project teams networking online.

As the computer has become an integral part of all development processes,
the necessity of cooperating has also increased parallel to this development
so that coordinated total results may be achieved. But how can project teams
collaborate without having printed out all relevant documents beforehand
and without having to digitize modifications again – time-delayed, laboriously
and frequently incompletely? How can specialists in interdisciplinary project
meetings participate intuitively and spontaneously? And how can globally
distributed teams also cooperate and ensure that they are talking about the
same things without constantly having to travel from A to B with all the
economic and ecological impact such travelling would involve?

The InteracTable® presents a convincing solution to such questions: the high
table is equipped with an integral, large-format and interactive screen and thus
provides an ideal shared work surface for project meetings. It is operated either
by pen or the touch of a finger to allow all participants to be involved actively.
The standing height creates an informal atmosphere for a meeting that
encourages a high level of participation. And last not least, the InteracTable®

promotes cooperation between spatially distributed locations: a shared digital
platform results in a special quality of collaboration that is very similar to
the atmosphere of working in the same room. And of course it almost 
goes without saying that the design of the InteracTable® may be perfectly
coordinated with an existing conference and meeting interior.
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ConsulTable®. 
Together along 
the digital highway.

Most people have experienced the same problem: as soon as a
computer is used in consultation processes, the way in which it
is incorporated tends to be counter-productive: not being able
to see the contents of the screen properly, and occupation with
keyboard and mouse is an obstacle to human interaction instead
of being a support.

When a ConsulTable® has joined in, the game assumes quite
a different character: horizontal integration of the display into a
round table means that digital contents are literally on the table.
Participants have equal access to documents and may change
them actively. Optionally, the contents of the display may 
be turned towards the person opposite like a piece of paper.
Users require a sensitive pen to activate functions, and the
option of having a wireless keyboard additionally allows entry
of complex data too.

Time can thus be spent on the customer rather than on technical
equipment: turn documents to face the customer, explain the
advantages, note down what is important and above all, involve
him or her actively. Digital information may be accessed and
utilized as required. Online processes and digital catalogues may
also be experimented with in a hands-on manner. And, of course,
horizontal integration of the display provides a degree of visual
privacy. If the customer takes the pen him or herself and modifies
the offer, a business contract is within reach – and can be inte-
grated online into the follow-up process direct. This makes invest-
ment in internet and digitization of business processes pay off
at last …

You happen to have more ideas for using the ConsulTable®?
For example, in foyers and reception areas, exhibitions or a
company cafeteria?

Interaction per fingertip or pen onto the
display direct reduces the inhibition
threshold to using new technologies as
everyone can “learn” them effortlessly.

The design quality plays a key role
in integrating modern technology in
a natural, self-explanatory manner.
The ConsulTable® may be finished to 
coordinate perfectly with an existing
interior design theme. Horizontal format
ensures interaction whilst affording
a degree of visual privacy without any
additional form of shielding.
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Positioned vertically, to allow visual
access for everyone present, it has a
compelling presence: the CommBoard
promotes direct communication and
focused interaction among participants.
It is therefore particularly suitable for
more formal meetings with clear
decision structures and role allocation.

In the interior shown above, the CommBoard is connected to
a display that is perfectly integrated into the table surface for
controlling all functions. In this example, the table configuration
comprising models from the Travis range that is customizable
to meet specific requirements, accommodates eleven using only
four table legs.
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CommBoard.
The wall as an interface.

A board has always been a vertical information surface to visualize,
develop and annotate thoughts – in the form of wall newspapers,
a board at school or pinboard. Today, flat screens often replace
“analogue” visual presentation techniques in a conference room.
In the latter case, prepared presentations or films are shown.
This may be impressive at first glance, but implies a step backwards
compared with a traditional blackboard: as shared work activity –
the real purpose of such meetings – tends to degrade. Instead of
interacting, information is merely consumed …

We have developed the CommBoard to satisfy such needs. It
combines all the benefits of the virtual world with required inter-
action in a real conference environment. Up to three large-format
displays can be linked together and integrated compactly into
the wall as an electronic board. These digital wall surfaces allow
graphics, project plans and websites to be presented in parallel,
and also compared, discussed, processed jointly and agreed upon.
Quite simply, using pens or fingers instead of a mouse or keyboard
– to make the wall a real digital interface for decision-taking.
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Videoconference.
More than a window to the world.

Globalization has meant that shared working at various locations has become part
of everyday business life. With a branch office, supplier or customer – consensus
often has to be reached beyond local and national borders and time zones.
Live transmissions of discussion partners via videoconferencing helps to build up
confidence. In addition, documents and objects may be shown to ensure that both
parties know what is being discussed. The conference room becomes a window
to the world from which people can look out, and also in. Coherent integration of
technology, and the prestigious quality of conference tables and chairs is therefore
of paramount importance.

In this respect, technical development has reached a high and comparatively cost-
effective level: in the meantime, data transmission rates via internet are so fast that
audio and video can be transmitted virtually synchronously and without quality
corruption. Wilkhahn®, however, offers more than a normal videoconference: if a
CommBoard is used, a shared virtual work surface and all the interaction processes
taking place there can be shown in addition to audio and video transmission of
one’s opposite number. This results in the location that has been linked up to the
videoconference and the real environment forming a unity for highly efficient
support of human interface.

The conference room a the window
to the world: in addition to technology,
it is primarily the seated comfort, design
quality and lasting value of a furnished
interior that determine the “image”
gained by one’s opposite number.
Furnishing example: Modus® Executive
conference chair.

If collaboration among people is the
order of the day, technology should
not dominate: in this case, all network
adapters, connections and surplus
cable disappear neatly underneath
veneered, hinged covers flush fitted
into the table surface – and yet
they are accessible at any time.
Furnishing example: Logon™ table
range with Modus® Medium chairs.
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The table as the fulcrum.
Multitasking configurations.

A conference configuration is the fulcrum of every conference and meeting
interior: the size and positioning of the device defines the maximum number of
participants; the form determines the degree of interaction; the model and finish
transport corporate culture, and technical equipment decides on how perfectly,
smoothly and intuitively digital media can be integrated into communication
amongst participants.

If meeting rooms are also used for “conventional” meetings such as presentations
and videoconferences, it is advisable to include combinations of compact table
configurations and mobile meeting chairs. Seating may then be adjusted to a
required application with a few swift movements.

Oval table configurations provide ideal multitask solutions for interiors with an
elongated floor plan: as a solid configuration, they promote interaction amongst
participants; if the configuration has one access point this will focus the line of
vision and attention towards the presentation surface. A multitask configuration
from the Logon™ range will enable participants to reconfigure the tables
themselves within a few seconds …
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Compact Palette™ table configuration to accommodate twelve,
with recessed table legs and centrally integrated, concealed
techni-channel for management of multi-media connections,
combined with the FS-Line™ design classic. If the three chairs
are moved away from the displays, a horseshoe configuration
for presentations and videoconferencing is created.

First the 15-strong group reaches agreement, then others join in per video-
conference: the two long Logon™ tables on swivel castors are docked onto
a static, circular table. With one swift movement, the configuration may
be opened along the centre to form a V-shaped configuration allowing all
participants to see the display optimally and also to be seen themselves.
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Integrated technology. 
Excellence in application.
Static table configurations from the Logon™ and Travis™ ranges, variable table systems such as
Palette™ and Contas® or mobile, dynamic table solutions such as the Confair® folding table and
Timetable™ – excellent aesthetics and functional quality are also reflected in the wide scope of
possibilities for integrating modern media technology. Depending on specific requirements,
everything can be integrated into table surfaces that supports uncomplicated application of
media technology: ranging from cable outlets and dynamic techni-modules with varying
configurations for plug-and-play solutions to the integration of telephone conference modules,
microphone systems, complete A /V systems, digital projectors or retractable displays. Our goal
is to create customized solutions in which technology is an integral, yet ideally invisible part of
the table configuration.
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Conference. Excellence.
Coherent solutions.

It is primarily the perfect interplay of an intelligent utilization
concept, aesthetic excellence, innovative functionality and value-
preserving materials that determines the quality and return-on-
investment of conference furniture and equipment.

Every proposed solution is therefore preceded by thorough analysis
of your aims and objectives, and competent consultation to afford
optimal exploitation of potential: as table sizes, forms, surface
finishes, different types of lipping, various frame finishes and
technical features may be precisely coordinated with a specific
utilization concept, space geometry and an existing interior design
theme. This supports corporate identity, which is so important in
a conference room – with no compromises in terms of aesthetics,
functionality and facility management.

The design quality of the table and chair ranges, winners of
numerous international awards, the specifying and manufacturing
competence of the Wilkhahn® Customized Manufacturing Centre,
the technological know-how of the foresee™ subsidiary company
and a highly efficient consultation, sales and service network
combine the high calibre of serial models with furnishing solutions
that are perfectly tailored to your needs, processes and possibilities.
Throughout the world.

Your brief to specify your very own “Conference. Excellence”
is our challenge.
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International Wilkhahn contact addresses and showrooms
at:  www.wilkhahn.com/worldwide

www.wilkhahn.com

Wilkhahn
Wilkening + Hahne GmbH+Co. KG
Fritz-Hahne-Straße 8
31848 Bad Münder
Germany
Tel. + 49 (0) 5042 999-0
Fax + 49 (0) 5042 999-226
info@wilkhahn.de
www.wilkhahn.de


